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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS INST-45-28-RDA2_A

TJ Lower A-Pillar 
Light Mounts

IMPORTANT: Thank you for purchasing this Poison Spyder product.  Please read through this entire document before proceeding with installation.  If you are not 
confident in your mechanical skills, please seek the help of a professional to perform the installation.  Check your packages immediately upon arrival to ensure that 
everything listed is included, and to check for damage during shipping.  If anything is missing or damaged, or if you need technical assistance with any aspect of 
this installation, call Poison Spyder at (951) 849-5911 as soon as possible.  This document last updated May 2015.

APPLICATIONS

These installation instructions apply to the following 
Poison Spyder products:

45-28-RDA2 TJ Lower A-Pillar Light Mounts 

PARTS LIST

Please check your packages immediately upon arrival 
to ensure that everything listed is included, and to 
check for damage during shipping.  If anything is 
missing or damaged, call Poison Spyder at (951) 849-
5911 as soon as possible.

(1) Driver Side JK Lower A-Pillar Light Mount

(1) Passenger Side TJ Lower A-Pillar Light Mount

(2) TJ Lower A-Pillar Light Mount Rubber Liners

(1) TJ Lower A-Pillar Light Mount Hardware Kit
PN: 45-28-RDA2 includes:
(4) 5/16-18 X 1 SS Button Head Cap Screw
(4) 5/16 SAE Hardened Flat Washer

INSTALLATION NOTES

•	This product is designed primarily for mounting 
the Rigid Industries Dually or Dually D2 LED lights.  No 
guarantee is made regarding fitment of other brands of off-
road or auxiliary lights, however it will likely work with most 

lights that are in a compact housing.  The light mounting hole 
is 7/16”.

•	Remove the two bolts on the front-ward side of the 
windshield brace on the lower A-Pillar

•	Place the rubber liners between the mount and the 
lower A-pillar, to protect the Jeep’s paint.

•	If installing the Lower A-Pillar light mounts in 
conjunction with Poison Spyder’s A-Pillar Light Bar Mounts, 
the provided stainless steel button head cap screws will be 
necessary, as the stock hardware is too short when stacking 
both brackets.  If installing the Lower A-Pillar Light Mounts by 
themselves, use of the provide stainless steel button head cap 
screws is optional.


